
Update Tues. 14 Sept. 2021 

It’s time. Judgment Day is here! Thank you 
for your patience. They will pay now 
I will post the classified information 
…Q 
President Trump calls America to 21 days 
of prayer. 

It’s going to be historic. Planned long ago. 
Within the next 21 days big, big, big 
happenings are going to take place….Q 

God Bless America & Patriotic Music – The 
Tabernacle Choir at Temple Square – Bing video 

Judy Note:  

The following was received from a 
respected Contact on Mon. evening 13 
Sept: 

On Mon. 13 Sept. the Paymasters received 
funds, with orders for distribution on Tues. 14 
Sept. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=mormon+tabernacle+choir+patriotic+songs&&view=detail&list=cHSXg19mssaNgA&FORM=PLHERO
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=mormon+tabernacle+choir+patriotic+songs&&view=detail&list=cHSXg19mssaNgA&FORM=PLHERO


On Wed. 15 Sept. liquidity would begin for 
German Bonds, followed by Yellow Dragon, 
Zimbabwe and NIQD Boxes. 

Access to funds would happen on Thurs. 16 
Sept, Fri. 17 Sept. and Mon. 20 Sept. 

On Thurs. evening 16 Sept. emails would go 
out for Tier 4 B (us, the Internet Group) to set 
appointments. 

On Friday 17 Sept. Tier 4B and Tier 5 could 
begin appointments. 

Rates remained locked in as shown on 
Bank screens on Sat. 11 Sept.: 

Afghanistan Afghani: $2.39 
Indonesian Rupiah: $1.38 to $3.00 
Iraqi Dinar: $3.47 to $28.00 
Iranian Rial $3.47 to $26.00 
Vietnamese Dong $.60¢ to $12.00 
Zimbabwe Zim $.70¢ to $1.00 (possibly 
calculated as $ .00000070 to $ .00000100) 

More developments and updates were 
anticipated throughout the day/night. 



Fleming Report Mon. 13 Sept.:  

Last week, Iraqi Key Card holders received a 
letter and a new Debit card that can be used at 
any ATM machine, explaining to them about the 
Golden Dinar, and that it would be paying out 
no less than $3.90 and as high as $4.05 USD. 
This was a drop from 19.80 USD/$1 IQD on the 
Iraqi Nationals Key Card. This is also a fixed 
(program) rate, because the rate presently 
showing on US front bank screen/Forex, is still 
$0.0007 (the present program rate). 

Restored Republic: 

Man of God Document #2 “How Our Laws 
Are Made”:  

Man of God – Document 2 CW.pdf  

This was the second of eight documents 
authored by a representative of the Global 
Currency Reset. One would be released each 
day this week. 

Q: The following was received, unconfirmed, on 
Mon. 13 Sept: 



Seven Presidential messages from Trump-
Team would soon be sent to every phone in the 
world, after which service would be 
disconnected. 

1. We would receive seven messages from the 
president to every mobile phone in the world 
before it is disconnected. This won’t last long. 
All you need was a connection to the television 
system to broadcast emergencies. The 
Emergency Broadcast System would be 
broadcast by 10 countries, covering the globe. 

2. Power supply to be interrupted: The global 
power cut would consist of switching to Tesla 
power. To destroy the media, QFS would 
implement Cyber Attacks and destroy 34 
buildings and dams. In January the power 
supply of 10 countries was disrupted by space 
plants. Shortly before, within 30 minutes, this 
was the case in Israel. If they could do this to 
10 countries at the same time, they could also 
do it to all countries. 

3. Airplanes and trains would be grounded. 
Let’s not forget about the military exercises 
happening around the world. Everything was 



happening in front of our eyes. This was the 
largest military operation in the history of 
planet Earth. 

4. There would be a unique Water Event that 
would likely include the Chinese Three Gorges 
Dam, whose wall has cracked and could drain 
the water level at any time. Below were 24 
nuclear reactors that would be deactivated by a 
Cyber Attack launched from space. There was 
also a large laboratory where Andrea chrome 
was produced. The water of the dam would fall 
on the city of Wuhan. In recent months, the 
population of the area was evacuated. The 
Three Gorges Dam was one of the most 
important elements of the Big Event. 

5. White Hats would cause a Black Swan Event, 
which was an occurrence that deviated beyond 
what was normally expected of a situation and 
extremely difficult to predict. It would introduce 
a global State of War. This would be the most 
important summer of the 21st century. 

6. Terrible events would happen – a fictional  
World War III scenario aiming to shake people 
awake. Sirens in all national military command 
centers would warn of a Nuclear Warfare. 



7. Events would certainly lead to a collapse in 
the Stock Market and a worldwide military 
agreement. It would be very spectacular. 

8. The Stock Market has been artificial on the 
verge of collapse for months – losing 95 % of 
Crypto Currencies values and would inevitably 
collapse. 

9. Disaster events that triggered a State of 
Emergency would show that the army was 
delivering food and vital products around the 
world. 

10. GESARA. GESARA starts its full launch. See 
Sat. 11 Sept.’s article on Telegram. The 
program was scheduled to be released on  

September 11 as the twin towers exploded in 
New York, but was delayed for unknown 
reasons. 

11. Buildings and the dams would be 
demolished. These included the White House, 
the Getty Museum near Los Angeles, Vatican, 
Buckingham Palace, CERN on the French-Swiss 



border and the Three Gorges Dam in China. 
MOSSAD media satellites would be destroyed. 

12. This would block the media worldwide and 
lead the people to Quantum Systems. Israeli 
secret service was checking MOSSAD, the USA 
WORLD MEDIA, as part of project Quantum Star 
Link. 

13. Broadcasting in languages: Bulgarian, 
Chinese, Czech, Danish, English (American) 
English (British), Estonian, French, Greek, 
Hungarian, Italian, Lithuanian, Portuguese, 
Romanian, Russian Slovenian, Spanish and 
Swedish. 

14. This would finish off the CCP (Chinese 
Communist Party) and the World Media. 

15. During these Ten Days of Darkness Military 
court sessions would be broadcast. 

Global Food and Goods Shortages: 

NY Federal Reserve now sees inflation at 5.2% 
in one year, 4% in three years; a series high 
with “large expected price rises” in food, rent, 
and medical costs. Grocery prices were about to 



rise an additional 2 to 3 percent over the 
second half of 2021 as inflation set in. Stores 
would be passing along higher cost to the 
customer, especially in beef, poultry and pork. 
From zippers to glass, shortages of basic goods 
hobble U.S. economy:  

https://www.reuters.com/world/the-great-
reboot/zippers-glass-shortages-basic-goods-
hobble-us-economy-2021-09-13/ 

In the past week the biggest Wall Street Banks 
have issued Red Alerts on the US Stock Market, 
expecting either an imminent correction of 10% 
to 20%, or a slow burn. 

All US Toyota plants were shutting down. 

A shortage of semiconductor chips “due to 
Covid” was idling GM, Ford Motor and other 
carmaker’s assembly plants in North America 
and elsewhere. 

Truckers were shutting down commerce in parts 
of the US, in all of Brazil and Australia and up to 
Sweden, causing supply shortages for 
companies running from Ikea to McDonalds to 
General Motors. Our entire world could change  

https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-inflation
https://www.reuters.com/world/the-great-reboot/zippers-glass-shortages-basic-goods-hobble-us-economy-2021-09-13/
https://www.reuters.com/world/the-great-reboot/zippers-glass-shortages-basic-goods-hobble-us-economy-2021-09-13/
https://www.reuters.com/world/the-great-reboot/zippers-glass-shortages-basic-goods-hobble-us-economy-2021-09-13/


in 48 hours if Truckers stop driving. US Truckers 
getting ready to strike against the Plandemic 
and vaccines.  

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/09/us-
trucker-just-issued-warning-about-these-
vaccine-mandates-and-possible-food-
shortages/ 

The ports of Shanghai and Ningbo-Zhoushan in 
China, the busiest and third busiest port in the 
world, have closed a number of terminals as a 
precaution for Typhoon Chanthu that made 
landfall in China this weekend. This was the 
second closure and had already created goods 
shortages for their Walmart conglomerate 
worldwide. 

A. Schedule of Upcoming Events: 

Sat. Sept. 11: Anniversary of 9/11 “The Storm 
has arrived.” 

Sun. Sept. 12: Last week’s Stock Market drop 
was a trigger to start a big stock collapse on  

Monday 13 Sept. Our timeline and algorithm 
were confirmed. Easter – Christmas 23 weeks 

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/09/us-trucker-just-issued-warning-about-these-vaccine-mandates-and-possible-food-shortages/
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/09/us-trucker-just-issued-warning-about-these-vaccine-mandates-and-possible-food-shortages/
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/09/us-trucker-just-issued-warning-about-these-vaccine-mandates-and-possible-food-shortages/
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/09/us-trucker-just-issued-warning-about-these-vaccine-mandates-and-possible-food-shortages/


from Easter to Christmas. Date of [-23] Drop = 
5/19/2018 3 years | 3 months | 3 weeks | 3 
days = September 12, 2021. Now Comes THE 
Pain. 

Mon. Sept 13: Uncle Sam Day. Possible Stock 
Market Collapse. Targeting Mon, Sept. 13 at 
8:55 p.m. PDT for launch of Starlink from 
California. Elon Musk (@elonmusk) Tweeted: 
@SpaceX These are V1.5 Starlinks with laser 
inter-satellite links, which are needed for high 
latitudes & mid ocean coverage:  

https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/
1436541063406264320?s=20 https://t.co/
bJFjLCzWdK https://twitter.com/SpaceX/status/
1436520274736730112?s=20 

Tues. Sept 14: SEC’s limited redacted letter 
brief goes public. 

Tues. 14 Sept. to Sat. 18 Sept:  

1 Year Delta. EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE 
LAW [AS WRITTEN].  

TRANSPARENCY [DISCLOSURE] AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY [JUSTICE] IS THE ONLY WAY 

https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1436541063406264320?s=20
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1436541063406264320?s=20
https://t.co/bJFjLCzWdK
https://t.co/bJFjLCzWdK
https://twitter.com/SpaceX/status/1436520274736730112?s=20
https://twitter.com/SpaceX/status/1436520274736730112?s=20
https://twitter.com/SpaceX/status/1436520274736730112?s=20


FORWARD. FUTURE OF OUR REPUBLIC AT 
STAKE. WATERGATE x1000 SEPT 14-18, 
21-25 [track & follow events] Did Kevin set his 
alarm?…Q 

Wed. Sept 15 is The Day of Atonement, which 
is the day in God’s Word when the debts are 
cancelled and the captives are freed. Wed. 
Sept. 15 or Fri. Sept. 17 General Public 
exchange at banks. 

Wed./Thurs. Sept. 15/16: Yom Kippur 
purification and forgiveness of sins (CAN 
BECOME ANNUAL RESET BUTTON) The ram 
loses his horns. YOM Kippur. So lose his power 
so as in Daniel 8.6 & 8.7. Dams + Wuhan Labs 
+ Tiananmen Square. 

Fri. Sept. 17: US Constitution signing day, End 
of Tribunal Streaming. 1 yr Delta’s for 17th. Bay 
of Pigs 60th Anniversary. Resigning the 
Constitution?Military Tribunals to occur at the 
White House. Washington DC Federal Reserve 
building under construction for “Big Day” on 
Sept. 17. 

Sat. Sept. 18: Worldwide Demonstration for 
Freedom Weekend. Australia was getting ready 



to ruse up on this Sept. 18. WARNING: The 
FBI and ANTIFA are holding a pro J6 rally in DC 
on Sat. 18 Sept. They’ll be providing snacks, 
fake MAGA gear and false flag entertainment. 
Plenty of actors will attend the event. I’m told a 
large group of flag waving grannies may also 
make an appearance. I know it sounds like a 
BLAST and the atmosphere will be EXPLOSIVE, 
but I highly advise against going. Go decimate 
a corrupt school board instead. 

Sun. 19 Sept. through Wed. 22 Sept. were 
major Satanic Holidays called “Midnight Host” 
and “Feast Day Fall Equinox.” They were 
celebrated by local, global elite and 
international Satanic Covens with oral, anal, 
vaginal group sexual orgies with infants to age 
21, animal or human, male or female, followed 
by a human sacrifice and dismemberment, 
hands planted, plus eating the victim’s flesh 
and drinking their Adrenochromed blood. Please 
report suspected Satanic activities in your 
neighborhood and help Save the Children. 

Fri. Sept 24: new Christmas on Julian calendar 
(9/11+13) 

Mon. Oct. 11: Operation Starfall in effect. 



Dec. 2020: Gene Decode predicted that all 
Deep State controlled countries and major Deep 
State players would be arrested worldwide. 

B. Upcoming Solar Blast to Knock Internet 
Offline for 4+ Weeks:  

https://weatherboy.com/upcoming-solar-blast-
to-knock-internet-offline-for-4-weeks/  

The Sun has been quite active in recent days, 
with solar flares and coronal mass ejections 
leaping into space, occasionally blasting into the 
direction of earth. 

C. Trump+Q The Great Awakening:  

Operation Starfall: H.R.5123. Alternative Global 
Internet Access. Sec. of Air Force & Chief Space 
Operations. 45 days from Aug. 27th, 2021: 
Enact Plan – Mon. 11th October, 2021: Start 
date (?). Not later than 45 days after the date 
of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of 
the Air Force, in consultation with the Chief of 
Space Operations, shall develop and begin 
implementation of “Operation Starfall.” Is 

https://weatherboy.com/upcoming-solar-blast-to-knock-internet-offline-for-4-weeks/
https://weatherboy.com/upcoming-solar-blast-to-knock-internet-offline-for-4-weeks/


America expecting some kind of event within 45 
days to knock out the Internet? Operation 
Starfall in effect within 45 days from August 
27th, 2021:  

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/
house-bill/5123/text?
q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+5123
%22%5D%7D&r=1&s=1 

D. Whiplash347:  

So there will be a Trigger. For Instance, 
Poseidon on Japan. They Blame China. Also a 
Middle Eastern front Taliban/Iran. You will end 
up with all the Masked/Body Double Leaders 
threatening to bomb SATANIC LANDMARKS in 
the world. You know, the bankrupted & empty 
ones in Chapter 11: Vatican, Buckingham 
Palace, White House, Royal Castles etc. Global 
Targets. 

E. Security experts predict a global AI-
related cyber attack before year-end:  

https://betanews.com/2021/09/10/global-ai-
related-cyber-attack/ 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5123/text?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+5123%22%5D%7D&r=1&s=1
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5123/text?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+5123%22%5D%7D&r=1&s=1
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5123/text?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+5123%22%5D%7D&r=1&s=1
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5123/text?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+5123%22%5D%7D&r=1&s=1
https://betanews.com/2021/09/10/global-ai-related-cyber-attack/
https://betanews.com/2021/09/10/global-ai-related-cyber-attack/


F. The Graphene Revolution: Trump + Q 
The Great Awakening World 

Graphene Oxide “The Miracle Material” is NOT 
what you think. 

Everything can be good or bad. It just depends 
what you do with it. Every technologies can be 
used for good or bad. Think of a knife, a pen, a 
car… 

The Evil agenda wanted to use CERN to put 
people into an evil dark artificial reality. This to 
create Hell on earth & zombie apocalypse. 

The good White Hats took over the bad evil plan 
with graphene. Hack the dark, Spread the light! 

The good ones will use Tesla Free Energy 432hz 
and higher frequencies to create heaven on 
earth. To make sure everybody achieve higher 
consciousness & vibrations. 

Graphene is the best conductible ever seen on 
earth. (Miracle Material METATRON). So people 
with graphene in them (vaccinated) are more 
conductible to energies. 



Send them good energies/frequencies and the 
graphene will do good job helping them feel 
better and awake. 

This is the Great Awakening! Graphene is just 
the tool used to liberate humanity from the 
(M)atrix. 

G. There’s a Message from God in our DNA 
This is Amazing!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vgcgf6EdXNw 

H. Statement by Donald J. Trump, 45th 
President of the United States of America:  

Our Country is far more susceptible to attack by 
outside terrorist groups than ever before. Our 
enemies all over the World are inspired by what 
just happened in Afghanistan—the removal of 
the Military first, and our “gift” of $85 billion in 
Military equipment. We are no longer respected 
after the pathetic and incompetent withdrawal 
from Afghanistan. It will be a long time before 
we gain our reputation back. Just nine months 
ago, the United States was viewed as being 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgcgf6EdXNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgcgf6EdXNw


strong, and now we are being viewed as weak 
and stupid. The Taliban has totally retaken 
Afghanistan—a far more potent position than 
they had 20 years ago, after we spent trillions 
of dollars, with hundreds of thousands of lives 
lost (on both sides). This loss emboldens not 
only foreign terrorists, but also Antifa and BLM.  

It’s sad that this is not what you hear from the 
Fake News Media who are only interested in 
talking about “terrorism” from the right and 
protecting an illegitimate president. Our 
reputation is gone, our Borders are broken, 
inflation is raging, and COVID continues, even 
with the vaccines (developed under “Trump”), 
to ravage our Nation. 

I. New US Dollar:  

II. https://t.me/Nesara_Gesara_Reform  

III.A new US dollar concept may finally replace 
the currency with a modern design that 
tackles issues with counterfeiting and bill 
destruction. Designed by Andrey Avgust, 
this concept features a bold design that 
modernizes every bill in circulation. The US 
dollar concept replaces the traditional 

https://t.me/Nesara_Gesara_Reform


material with multiple layers of transparent 
polymer and updates the images to play off 
the translucent material. Not only does the 
US dollar concept revamp the design of the 
currency, but it also adds extra layers of 
security. A unique PGP encrypted QR code 
will be included on every bill making 
counterfeiting nearly impossible. The 
polymer construction is also much harder to 
mimic effectively, as well as being incredibly 
hard to tear or break. 

J. Mon. 13 Sept. The Real News: 

Germany, Saxony: large blackout earlier 
today reported. 

Venezuela: Massive power outages reported, 
including in the capital of Caracas. 

Houston Texas prepare for flooding. 

China major cities are prepared for air strike 
alarm test on September 18th. 

Canada: Police officers, firefighters and 
paramedics have gathered at Queen’s Park, 



Toronto for a silent protest against mandatory 
COVID-19 vaccinations. 

Venezuela: Massive power outages reported, 
including in the capital of Caracas 

UK: Mon. 13 Sept: Eyes on Major incident at 
Houses of Parliament. Staff evacuated and 
alarms sounds.  

https://twitter.com/maybe60794885/status/
1437370945132453888?s=28 

Japan warns its citizens in Southeast Asia of 
possible terrorist attack. The warning included 
six countries and urged Japanese citizens to 
avoid “western-owned” facilities:  

https://www.independent.co.uk/asia/east-asia/
japan-terrorist-attack-warning-asia-
b1919085.html 

In Greece, thousands of people rallied against 
forced vaccination. The demonstrators waved 
flags and chanted slogans against “fascism”. 
Some began throwing stones and bottles at the 
police. Greek security forces used tear gas and 

https://twitter.com/maybe60794885/status/1437370945132453888?s=28
https://twitter.com/maybe60794885/status/1437370945132453888?s=28
https://www.independent.co.uk/asia/east-asia/japan-terrorist-attack-warning-asia-b1919085.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/asia/east-asia/japan-terrorist-attack-warning-asia-b1919085.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/asia/east-asia/japan-terrorist-attack-warning-asia-b1919085.html


water cannons. Similar protests are taking 
place in Austria and Iran. 

The ports of Shanghai and Ningbo-
Zhoushan in China, the busiest and third 
busiest port in the world, have closed a number 
of terminals as a precaution for Typhoon 
Chanthu that made landfall in China this 
weekend. Both companies announced this on 
Monday. It is the second time in a short time 
that the port of Ningbo-Zhoushan.  

https://www.nu.nl/economie/6156795/twee-
van-de-drukste-havens-ter-wereld-moeten-
deels-sluiten-wegens-storm.html 

Voter Fraud Alert! Republicans are being told 
that they have already voted when going to 
cast their in-person ballots in the California 
Recall election… stealing a state should be 
child’s play after stealing an entire country. 

Mass protests and demonstrations against 
the restrictions of Covid-19 continue around the 
world. People do not want to wear masks and 
inject themselves with unknown things, do not 
want to use vaccination passports or observe 
social distance. Humanity is aware of who it is 

https://www.nu.nl/economie/6156795/twee-van-de-drukste-havens-ter-wereld-moeten-deels-sluiten-wegens-storm.html
https://www.nu.nl/economie/6156795/twee-van-de-drukste-havens-ter-wereld-moeten-deels-sluiten-wegens-storm.html
https://www.nu.nl/economie/6156795/twee-van-de-drukste-havens-ter-wereld-moeten-deels-sluiten-wegens-storm.html


and that the media has been lying to us for 
hundreds of years. That’s what’s happening 
now. And this wave will not subside. It will only 
rise. 

POLAND RISING UP AGAINST COVID TYRANNY 
THIS WEEKEND. 

BELGIUM RISING UP. 

MEDTRONIC is in partnership with FOXCONN. 
Both are producing Ventilators or (code for) 
Med Beds?? 

Gaza: Air strikes continued in the Gaza Strip in 
the early hours of Monday morning, with 
targets being hit across the Gaza Strip, 
including Gaza City, Khan Yunis and Rafah. The 
bombings followed Israeli Defence Force air 
strikes on the previous night in response to 
rocket attacks launched from the Gaza Strip. 

Thailand: At least 78 arrested after clashes 
erupt at anti-govt protest in Bangkok in 
Thailand. 

Paris: Anti ‘vaccine pass’ protest in Paris 
turned extremely violent today. 



Peru: Hundreds of thousands of Peruvian 
women were forcibly sterilized between 
1996-2000 as part of President Alberto 
Fujimori’s family planning program.  

https://youtu.be/hW_3Ilsq8pU 

The UN has been hit by a major cyberattack | 
TechRadar:  

https://www.techradar.com/news/the-un-was-
attacked-by-cybercriminals 

Technology giant Olympus hit by 
BlackMatter ransomware:  

https://techcrunch.com/2021/09/12/
technology-giant-olympus-hit-by-blackmatter-
ransomware/  

BlackMatter set up in the wake of the Colonial 
Pipeline and Kaseya attacks, which drew a 
threat of action from the U.S. government. 

List of data breaches and cyber attacks in 
August 2021 – 61 million records:  

https://youtu.be/hW_3Ilsq8pU
https://www.techradar.com/news/the-un-was-attacked-by-cybercriminals
https://www.techradar.com/news/the-un-was-attacked-by-cybercriminals
https://techcrunch.com/2021/09/12/technology-giant-olympus-hit-by-blackmatter-ransomware/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/09/12/technology-giant-olympus-hit-by-blackmatter-ransomware/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/09/12/technology-giant-olympus-hit-by-blackmatter-ransomware/


https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/list-of-
data-breaches-and-cyber-attacks-in-
august-2021-61-million-records-breached 

Missouri: An entire Missouri police department, 
including the police chief and his officers, 
resigned. 

China: Three Gorges Dam in numbers. 
Distance from flood levels: 10% Wuhan, 7% 
Dongting, 10% 3GD, 5% Chongqing. The rains 
comes from on the outer cone of the typhoon 
will hit Chongqing area. It’s a huge one. 
Chongqing spiked in last few hours:  

https://t.me/auraxchan?voicechat  

SHANGHAI is expecting to flood. This is way at 
the END of the Yangtze River on the eastern 
end of China’s coastline. US Consulate in 
Shanghai shutdown Sept 13-15 due to storm. 
Reports of Yangtze River flooding (aka 3GD). 

France’s ex-health minister has been 
CHARGED with ‘endangering the lives of others’ 
over her handling of the Covid pandemic 

https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/list-of-data-breaches-and-cyber-attacks-in-august-2021-61-million-records-breached
https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/list-of-data-breaches-and-cyber-attacks-in-august-2021-61-million-records-breached
https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/list-of-data-breaches-and-cyber-attacks-in-august-2021-61-million-records-breached
https://t.me/auraxchan?voicechat


Russia & Belarus begin MASSIVE ‘war game’ 
exercises -EU in Fear of exultation. 

Czech Republic to destroy 45,000 AZ doses as 
demand nosedives (report). Prague may have 
to dispose of thousands of AstraZeneca’s 
Covid-19 vaccines as they expire next month. 
The demand for the jab, recommended only to 
those over 60 years old due to possible side-
effects, has remained low. (Czech radio station 
IROZHLAS) 

Federal Law Enforcement Association Has a 
Message for Biden’s Vaccine Mandate 30,000 
officers come out against Bidens mandate and 
issue warming 

Rose McGowan makes statement in Twitter 
of sexual encounter with Bill Clinton, hinting 
she was pregnant by the Ex president 

NY Hospital Will Stop Delivering Babies as 
Maternity Workers Resign Over Vaccine 
Mandate 

Tropical Storm Nicholas Forms in Gulf of 
Mexico [weather weapons] 



Wendy Rodgers – Arizona Audit report 
coming next week! Criminal wrong doing will 
be referred to AG 

The FBI tonight has released this 
declassified document related to the 9/11 
investigation and suspected Saudi support for 
the hijackers. 

Australia: Everyone that held the line, that 
signed a petition, or spoke up against the forces 
of darkness that demanded these insidious 
Covid Vaccine Passports, can claim a share of 
this victory. But having won the battle in 
Britain, now the war moves on Australia. 
Berejiklian, Andrews, Morrison and every other 
Australian politician must now give up their 
totalitarian dreams of enforcing Domestic Covid 
Vaccine Passports upon our nation. 

VACCINE REBELLION: Growing number of US 
states are refusing to go along with Biden’s 
covid vaccine fascism 

Employers are uniting and preparing lawsuits 
against Biden’s seditious vaccine and testing 
mandates 



Canada Adopts Chinese Social Credit System 
Watch:  

Joe Biden Booed, Heckled at 9/11 Memorial 
Thousands Chant “We Want Trump” at Boxing 
Event 

Tensions mark MASS Barcelona rally on 
Catalonia Day! WATCH! Thousands marched on 
the streets of Barcelona on Saturday. 

Chinese state media label George Soros a 
‘terrorist’: 

https://asiatimes.com/2021/09/chinese-state-
media-label-george-soros-a-terrorist/ 

Prince Andrew: Next stage of Virginia Giuffre’s 
sexual assault lawsuit against the royal begins 
in New York:  

https://inews.co.uk/news/prince-andrew-next-
stage-of-virginia-giuffres-sexual-assault-
lawsuit-against-the-royal-begins-in-new-
york-1195954 

RED CROSS vaccinated can’t donate blood 
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FRANCE 9th consecutive Saturday, throngs 
of people across France take to the streets to 
protest the government’s vaccine mandate and 
health pass. 

MORE Than half Americans unite against 
BIDENS health mandates and vaccination 
agenda 

Brian Stelter Has PUBLIC MELTDOWN After 
Trump Appears on Gateway Pundit and Talks 
About Decertifying Election. 

North Korea test-fired a long range cruise 
missile, test poses ‘threats’ to neighbors says 
Pentagon. 

Turkey, Pakistan, Azerbaijan to hold “Three 
Brothers – 2021” joint military drills in Baku 

URGENT – Russia: The Russian Northern Fleet 
began today a large-scale exercises in the 
Arctic zone with the participation of 8,000 
servicemen, about 800 pieces of equipment and 
approximately 50 warships. 



China talking about conquering Taiwan,  
Arunachal Pradesh, South China Sea, Senkaku 
Islands, Outer Mongolia and some part of 
Russia. 

Japan’s navy on Friday identified a sub sailing 
northwest just outside territorial waters near 
Amami Oshima island, Kagoshima prefecture. A 
Chinese destroyer was also spotted nearby. 

Venezuela reports another ‘terrorist attack’ on 
its electrical system as power outages hit 
Caracas region & other areas — RT World News:  

https://www.rt.com/news/534688-venezuela-
electrical-system-attack/ 

Russia attacked Ukraine 10 times on 
September 13. A Ukrainian soldier was killed by 
a Russian ATGM strike 

South Korea’s military confirms North Korea’s  
cruise missile test: 

LEAKED Venezuela: Confidential information 
from the Venezuelan naval intelligence has been 
leaked out, names and faces of naval 
intelligence personnel have been leaked, 
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Israel admits to Iran’s drone power, says 
‘deadly’ UAVs can cross thousands of 
kilometers. 

The Air Force Is Testing A New Ship-Killing 
Guided Bomb 

Russia has 46 battalion tactical groups, 12 
tactical groups, 2 missile brigades, 4 special 
units, as well as boats and helicopters deployed 
near the border with Ukraine. 

For the 10th day in a row China has sent a 
military aircraft into Taiwan’s ADIZ.. 

The office of the commander of the Eastern 
Rafah Battalion in Hamas was attacked by the 
Israeli Air Force last night. 

Airstrikes against #Hamas Yarmouk Camp 
near Khan Younis in southern #Gaza. Continue 
into the night 

Russian airborne troops make nighttime 
assault landing at Russian-Belarusian war 
games. Forces practice anding in complete 
darkness while using state-of-the-art night 



vision equipment for the first time in their 
history. The training is part of the massive 
Zapad-2021 >drill< 

K. International Child Sex Trafficking: 

The below were articles published in 2019, the 
facts of which were just now coming to Light: 

Obama, Clinton, Comey, Clapper, Brennan, 
Lynch, McCabe Believed Charged with Treason | 
Politics | Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com) 
Queen Elizabeth, Pope Francis, Canadian Gov. 
Investigated for Mass Genocide of Native 
Families | Politics | Before It’s News 
(beforeitsnews.com) 

Probe of Queen Elizabeth Child Abduction to 
Catholic “Killing Ground Hospital” | Celebrities | 
Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com) 

https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2019/02/
bush-jr-said-to-be-executed-for-911-obama-
clintons-biden-jailed-at-gitmo-3058943.html 

L. COVID Vax Hoax: 

Nurse Whistleblower Exposes Doctor Lies:  
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https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/09/
stew-peters-show-nurse-whistleblower-tells-all-
leaked-video-exposes-doctor-lies-mccarthy-
exposed/ 

Israeli Ministry of Health (right) recorded 
saying to the Minister of Interior (left) “there is 
no medical or epidemiological justification for 
the Covid passport (“green pass”), it is only 
intended to pressure the unvaccinated to 
vaccinate”. 

National File has obtained a recording of a 
Zoom video conference call between physicians 
and a marketing director at Novant Heath New 
Hanover Regional Medical Center, a group of 20 
hospitals, clinics, and offices that treat patients 
in North Carolina and South Carolina. In the 
recording, Mary Rudyk, MD tells Director of 
Marketing Carolyn Fisher and another hospital 
employee that she wants the hospitals to 
become more “scary to the public” by inflating 
the number of COVID-19 patients, and by using 
messaging that falsely tells individuals “if you 
don’t get vaccinated, you know you’re going to 
die.” 
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On day three of Bill Gates Tribunal 
documents were presented that had been 
obtained from computers the military had 
seized during clandestine raids on several of 
Gates’ properties across the country. They 
offered a view into Gates’s secretive dealings 
with several major pharmaceutical companies, 
including Pfizer, Merck, and Johnson & Johnson.  

One email dated August 4, 2001, Gates made 
a proposal to then-Pfizer CEO Henry McKinnell, 
and it outlined what any sane and reasonable 
person would consider a nefarious agenda—
discretely tainting vaccinations with an 
undetectable poison that would slowly dissolve 
the recipient’s cerebellum over many years 
while simultaneously erode vital organs. 
Symptoms, the email said, would not surface 
for years, and when they did, clueless clinicians 
would proscribe the illness to other ailments or 
to a condition called inexplicable organ failure, 
a prognosis used when physicians cannot 
accurately identify the cause of a terminal 
disease.  By the times symptoms presented, it 
would be too late. Gates wrote his “product” 
could defeat all treatments and remedies. 
Documents obtained from Gates’ personal 
server outlined how he in 2011 distributed 



vaccines “carrying serious side effects up to and 
including death” to 41,000 children in poverty-
stricken India, after meeting “mild” resistance 
from vaccine distributors in the U.S. Gates 
claimed the vaccination granted absolute 
immunity against a strain of “super polio” that 
was ravaging the impoverished. 

“Gates’ diabolical ventures didn’t stop with 
India,” Vice Adm. Hannink told the 3-officer 
panel. “Four years later, he repeated his so-
called humanitarian mission in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo—that time claiming he’d 
developed a cure for HIV. And while we can’t 
prove any Americans died of that drug, we 
know at least 27,000 Africans did—and this all 
points to motive.” 

Vice Adm. Hannink pivoted to more current 
events, questioning Gates’ relationship to Dr. 
Anthony Fauci. “You met privately with Fauci 
five times, at his home and yours, between 
December 2019 and July 2020. Your own 
documents discussed ‘donating’ tens of millions 
of dollars to pharmaceutical manufacturers in 
exchange for getting 10 times your ‘investment’ 
back once vaccines were marketed. 



M. To Set Your Zim Redemption and/or 
Currency Exchange Appointment:  

The following was in my opinion only and could 
easily have changed. Official instructions would 
come with publication of the Secured Website. 

In order to redeem Bonds and/or exchange 
foreign currencies at the higher rates you must 
go to a Redemption Center within the days 
allotted for such exchanges/ redemptions. If 
you go to a bank they will give you the lower 
rates as shown on the Forex for that day. 

Notification to set appointments at Redemption 
Centers would come out by way of letters to 
your email accounts. Those emails would 
contain a link to a Secured Website. That 
Secured Website link would also be published 
on various Dinar websites as well as be in a 
Restored Republic via a GCR Update. 

To access an appointment at a Redemption 
Center, go into the Secured Website where it 
would ask you to verify that you are you, after 
which you would be given an individual 800 



number to call to set your redemption/ 
exchange appointment. 

While you could send the Secured Website link 
to anyone you wished, your individualized 800 
number could only be used by you and only 
once to set your appointment.


